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Interaction of Teams aka
Internet of Things

Internet of Things (IoT). Whether used for understanding efficiency of the machinery in a construction site, or 
for tracking the occupancy of a bus in real-time, or for monitoring temperature and humidity of cold storage in 
a frontline retail store, IoT involves cross team collaboration viz. engineering maintenance, frontline operations, 
finance controllers, information technology and business management. It would not be an exaggeration to say 
that IoT can be a magic wand to create cross team collaboration across silos in an organization.

Head of Business Development and IoT at JOS Mr. Sankar Villupuram uses the example of a project that the 
JOS IoT team managed and delivered successfully to explain - “Retail Analytics for Shopping Malls / Luxury 
Stores”.

This is a tool for marketing and operational professionals managing shopping malls, and helps them 
understand the journey of all those people who pass through and shop in their mall. In this project, the 
customer teams from various departments included:
a. Electrical / Network cabling engineers who understand the building 
b. Security professionals with diverse knowledge of infra-red sensors and video analytics  
c. Information Technology professionals who understand Wi-Fi interactions with customers as 
            well as passive detection technology aka App free analytics including complex randomization 
            of Mac ID apart from the IT infrastructure 
d. Marketing and operational professionals who are the real end users and drivers of these 
            analytics to increase revenue and operational efficiency

IoT (Interaction of Teams) is clearly the magic ingredient that can bring about inspiration, positive energy, better 
synergy between multiple functions and exceptional teamwork within the organization.

• Wi-Fi Analytics

• People Counter

• Field Analysis

• Wi-Fi Passive Detection

IoT Data Sources
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